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You usually pay attention to the quality of the food or cosmetics 
you use…

But do you pay attention to the quality of the air you breathe ?

It is not easy since air doesn’t have a tag on it
 that tells you its composition



However we often realize that our air is polluted !

+100% emergency 
hospital visits during 

air pollution peaks

7 million 
premature deaths 

in the world 
caused by Air 

Pollution, 
15 000 in France

9 Parisians out of 10 
submitted daily to 

excessive air pollution

68% of Ile-de-
France citizens 

aware of air 
pollution dangers

beurk…pouah



If Ms.Hidalgo, Paris’s mayor has made the fight against air 
pollution a key measure in her political action, 

she is only re-affirming the right that has been existing in 
France since 1996 to 

« breathe an air that is not bad for one’s health »



The European court of justice is suing France for not 
respecting air pollution limits

In Europe and in the world, numerous countries have let air 
pollution invade their cities

Citizens cannot wait for this pollution to stop



Their only choice is to protect themselves 
from air pollution dangers on their own



But the existing protection tools are far from efficient 
considering the scale of the problem

most of the time they are not efficient enough, not 
comfortable and definitely….not fashionable !*

Here is what you can find in Google when you search for « anti-pollution mask » :

*Benchmark carried out from October to December 2014



Personally I have tested a lot of them…

hum…not sure if 
this mask fits well 
with my dress for 

tonight…

Doing sport or walking 
around, yes ! But 

without danger for my 
health and without 

sacrifying my style ! 
Definitely not 
successful..

Why are 
people 

looking at me 
so strangely ?

helmet, 
waistcoat, 

lights, mask…I 
believe I’m 

ready…

I’d like to 
smoke a 
cigarette

What’s 
wrong ? 

Don’t you 
like this 
outfit ?



All these elements have lead us to create WAIR !

WAIR is :

1. An efficient protection against air pollution
2. A fashion accessory
3. A prevention tool



WAIR can be worn everyday like any other scarf, 
to match with any outfit or keep warm

WAIR is available in numerous colors, prints and in 2 shapes



WAIR has a secret pocket !



WAIR uses 2 innovative textiles :
The outside textile is depolluting, 
just by wearing it, it purifies the air

The inside textile is a filter, 
It works as an anti-pollution mask, 

while being fully washable

Filtering Textile

Depolluting Textile



Thanks to the BE AWAIR app
and to a pin with warning lights 

to be placed on the scarf or elsewhere
the user is warned 

when air pollution limits have been reached

+



In a few seconds, you are protected !

1-open the secret pocket 2- take the strap inside 3- place it around your head

4- wear it the way 
you like !



You can wear WAIR in many ways 
while protecting your lungs and your style !

NB : This 1st prototype will be declined in many versions and tested to approve of its design. 



In the following version of WAIR, 
the pin will become

an individual air quality sensor
able to measure private data

It is useful for the user 
but it will also complement current air pollution data

in order to create an interactive, clever, collaborative, 
highly precise and real time air pollution map

These data will served to
inform citizens

and influence environmental decisions



Widest target
Urban citizens 

>30min/day outside
fashion conscious

Precisions of 
customer’s need A B C D

1- time spent 
outside per day +/- 30m >30m-2h< >2-4h< +4h

2- Effort intensity 
when outside weak average big intense

3- Health profile no respiratory 
problems

Vulnerable people 
(babies, children, 
pregnant women, 
elder people…)

light respiratory 
problemes 
(asthma…)

severe respiratory 
problemes

4- Interest for 
technology none average big « geek »

WAIR targets a wide audience 
as air pollution affects everybody

Each potential customer’s need will be specified according 
to 4 criteria, allowing WAIR to propose many ranges



Everyone will be able to create its own WAIR !

1 scarf
6 mono/bicolor

4 printed
2 « collabs »

1 filter
3 levels of
 protection

1 pin with 
warning 

lights

Optional !

+ +



WAIR is a mass-market product, 
a prevention tool

WAIR will be the « Uniqlo puffy 
jacket for air quality »

Because it is simple, efficient 
product which is also accessible 
in term of price and suited for all 
styles



WAIR will be mainly distributed through its e-shop



WAIR will be promoted via :
Events partnerships

Specific attention to PR
2 collaborations with artists each season, sold exclusively 

in fashion concept stores, department stores, 
offline or online.



WAIR will be launched simultaneously in France, Japan 
and in the United -States



FASHION
WHO’S NEXT / PREMIERE CLASSE 

TEXTILAB 
L’OBSERVATOIRE DES TEXTILES INNOVANTS 

MATERIO - R3ILAB 
HUBMODE - FASHIONTECHDAYS ROUBAIX 

NELLY RODI 
CATALYTIC CLOTHING 
ISTITUTO MARANGONI 

CARTIER DIGITAL 
…

TECH
CISCO SYSTEM 

PURETI 
CITYZEN SCIENCES 

SIGFOX 
THE ARRAY OF THINGS 

… 

COACHING
INNOTEX 
UP-TEX 

CETI (European Center for Innovative textile) 
BPIFRANCE 

RESEAU ENTREPRENDRE 
GIRLS IN TECH 

MAKESENSE 
LA PAILLASSE 

… 

AIR
QUALITY

AIRPARIF 
CITEAIR 

3M 
ASSOCIATION RESPIRE 

ARIA TECHNOLOGIE 
AIR SUR / AIRCOLOGIE 

LES RESPIRATIONS 
… 

WAIR has already gathered many contacts 
to insure its success !



WAIR has already attracted attention !

WAIR is coached for the DEFI CISCO final organized by 
CISCO SYSTEM

WAIR has been selected among many projects to be 
presented at the 2nd FASHION TECH WEEK 

organized by NUMA

WAIR will also be presented at the FASHION TECH DAYS 
in Roubaix organised by HUBMODE & The CETI 

(European Center for Innovative Textiles)

WAIR has been introduced to 
MODA DOMANI students



WAIR is (already) in the medias !



Caroline
Founder & 
CEO
WHO’S NEXT, 
WAD, ISTITUTO 
MARANGONI… 
Marketing, 
Communication, 
International 
Dev., RP, Events, 
Strategy…

Nicolas
Designer
ENSAAMA 
Olivier de 
Serres, Laureate 
Prix Comité 
Colbert, Prix 
Hermès,  Saint-
Laurent…

La 
Capitainerie 
Studio
Artistic 
Direction
Ecole de Condé, 
Bulgari, 
Lancôme, LVMH, 
Nespresso…

Kevin
Digital 
consultant
Sismo Design, 
Apple… 

187COM Press Agency (Patagonia, 
Columbia, Red Bull Events…)

…
Textile & 
product 
engineer
soon !

WAIR team !

Bénédicte
Communic
ation & CM
INSEEC 
Bordeaux, 
Rivacom



Founder & CEO

Brand Management, Strategy, Image, 
Communication Consultant

International Marketing & Press 
Relation executive

International Communication Ex.

International Communication Project 
Manager

International Events assistant

Fashion Editor & Editor-in-chief 
assistant

Co-Founder & manager

Studies

Science Po 
Bordeaux, 
Diploma & Master

IAE Bordeaux, 
Marketing, 
Master 2

 Where does Caroline come from ?



#airquality 
#efficiency
 #comfort 
#design 

#positiveattitude
#madeinfrance

What are WAIR values ?



caroline@wair-france.com    -    +33 (0) 6.81.74.33.36

www.facebook.com/wair.fr @WAIRfr

How can I contact them ?

THANKS A LOT !

mailto:caroline@wair-france.com
http://www.facebook.com/wair.fr

